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Prologue

Opening note to reader.
A light blue flowery towel dances with the wind through the opening of the
curtains in front of me.
Its shadow on the tired yet still standing building facade distorts with every
wavy move.
Yellow plastic laundry clips hold it to the string, securing its safety while the
wind tries to claim it its own.
Sounds of traffic, street merchant calls and kids playing together,
The smell of cooked garlic, sunlight and jazmine,
I am sitting on a white plastic chair outside, listening to my partner’s guitar
playing from inside,
I am home.
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6th of May,
Beirut, my
partner’s
house, a white
plastic chair
outside.

Dear Reader,

I am writing to you to tell you that I’ve proved my theory.
I have been researching for the last two years how one can temporarily travel
from the here and now to elsewhere, using the combination of space, our
position in it and descriptive text as travelling tools.
And now that I am home, sitting on my partner’s house’s balcony, listening to
the murmurs of Beirut, living twenty minutes away from my parents house,
with the sea to my right and the mountains to my left, I don’t feel the need to
travel anymore.
But what does this mean? I wondered.
Does it mean the need for the thesis I spent the last two years developing is as
ephemeral as the spaces it allows one to travel to? I hope so.
Are travelling tools not needed anymore when one is content with where they
are?
Is the feeling of being content where one is, as ephemeral as the desire that
arises to travel elsewhere?
Is our relationship with spaces a matter of cyclic desire of closeness to and
distance from it?
How often do we need to disconnect in order to comfortably connect?
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We live in and with spaces every day. We may not realise it but they are as
alive and interesting as the people around us. We may clash with them, crave
them, fall in love with them, be in conflict with them and cultivate relationships with them as we do with others.
They require attention, care, to be seen, embraced and listened to, in order for
them to offer the same.
A maintenance of our relationship to spaces is as important as that of our
relationship with our loved ones, for it is a big part of our lives and wellbeing.
What is the space you live in like? What stories does it tell you?
What was it like before you lived in it? What will it be like after you move out?
Where do you long for? What longs for you?
Should you ever feel the need to temporarily travel somewhere, to have space
from your space, I left you a detailed account on my progressive discovery
and exploration of these tools in the next few pages in the form of memoir
entries. You’ll read stories, experiment descriptions and reflections on them,
to render the knowledge I had gathered in the last two years, as wholly as
possible to you.
I hope you don’t need it too often, but whenever you do, this book is yours.
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October 17th.
EXPERIMENT: “Be my second pair of eyes”.
The power of suggestion - Spectators as co-creators - Plato’s Allegory of the cave.

“Everything changed that day.”
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October 17th
2019,
Utrecht, my
student room.

Everything changed that day.
Seconds before I knew about it, the sun was barely coming through my window, my tea was resting on my desk, trees outside were shedding their golden
leaves, and my roommate was cooking outside my bedroom door.
Smells of garlic mixed with the sweet herbal scent of my tea, a softly warm
sun ray on my hand and a daydreaming mind, clueless about what was unfolding in my home country.
Calls from home, questions mostly unanswered, and a confusion that was
setting roots in my mind.
How? Why? Where? When? Who? Against whom?
A big square, thousands of people gathered there, synchronized chants and
rightfully angry posters, an energy we had longed for, for years and generations, was being born.
A view of the gold shedding trees becoming my virtual world.
A home being claimed back by the people, my people, becoming my sensually
untouched reality.
My work, an extending hand, ear and eyes to reach them, to protest with
them, to scream and take my country back.
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A series of videos were made in order to express that superposition of two
worlds, how I was living there (Lebanon) but physically walking here (Holland).
It was a play on simultaneous presence and absence, in two different spaces.
The feeling I was trying to translate was one of having my attention stolen by
what I couldn’t see, like a world constantly happening behind me, while my
body was experiencing a totally different spatial reality.
I thought, how can I allow the spectators to experience this narrative that is
my everyday life?
My first experiment was a stroll I took with my friend, where we were walking
side by side, but one was looking forward and the other was facing the opposite direction and walking backwards.
While we walked, we described to our companion what we were seeing, in an
attempt to narrate to them what story they were missing out on.
Each of us was faced with the world our body was experiencing, while our
minds were busy imagining the one described by the other.
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Experiment.

Images with
description - “Be
my second pair
of eyes”.

Score:

1. Choose a walking partner
2. Choose a space to take a stroll in
3. Stand side by side, with one of you facing one way while the other faces
the opposite way
4. Hold hands, your right to your friend’s right, or your left to their left,
so whoever is walking forward can gently guide the body of whoever is
walking backwards.
5. Start walking slowly so your friend gets used to the rhythm of this new
way of walking, and then start describing what you see.
6. Simply scan what you see, explore your view as an image you want to tell
you friend about with so much detail that they might be able to draw it
from only listening to your words.
7. Pay attention to the subte life of what we usually consider as background,
the space is the performer, what is it telling you?
8. Take turns, when you’re done describing the story of the space you are
witnessing, listen to what your friend narrates.
9. Allow your mind to imagine the image they describe to you, while visually looking at your view, and notice as your body stays in one place, but
your mind goes into another. How are the two narratives affecting each
other? Do the stories stay the same or does their temporary meeting within you influence both? Are the two worlds becoming more intertwined as
you walk, listen and share?
10. Stay vigilant of your friend’s body and how your touch is communicating
to it the rhythm and direction of the walk.
11. Keep going until you feel like stopping, share your impressions with each
other.
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How did the description of your friend help you create the image they were
seeing?
How did it alter the view you were observing?
Did the superposition of the worlds you narrated create a third one for each
of you?

The experiment became a superposition of an image with a spoken descriptive narration.
It was the first work that sparked my interest in the power of image/words
and what their collaboration can do to how the spectator experiences then
space, time, and the story itself.
I am finding the meaning of the image changes dramatically when coupled
with a text.
It can affect the story, time and space of the image itself. The spoken narration
did that to the image we were observing during the walk.
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Reflection.

The power of
suggestion - The
Gestalt Theory.

The principle of suggestion is a tool used in theater and cinema to suggest a
reality to the audience that might not be portrayed as a flawless copy on stage,
rather by a fragment of it, or a certain reference to it.
For exmaple, instead of building an actual bedroom on stage with all its furniture and details, a bedside table with a couple of slippers next to it suffice to
suggest a space where we sleep.
Suggestion works on the Gestalt principle, which addresses how the brain
completes a fragment of a word, image, story, using its imaginative power. Gestalt principles happen in the mind, not the eye.
So even when we hear a fragment of a story, we tend to fill in the blanks ourselves, and co-create with the story’s narrator.
In my experiment, the participants had only part of the present realities, and
each of them was filling the missing parts of the image described to them.
Due to that reaction of the mind, an imaginary personal image was triggered
in each of their perceptions, allowing them to mentally experience a space
while they physically experience another.
Not to mention, that while they were alternating between roles of narrating
and listening/witnessing, they were filling two positions at once. They were
both actors, and spectators, narrating to the other and being narrated to.

Spectators as
co-creators.

In the beginning of my reflection on spectatorship, I realised that spectators
and actors are like two sides of one coin, neither one can exist without the
other.
In the “Emancipated Spectator”, Jacques Rancière goes as far as saying that we
don’t even need to try to turn the spectator into an actor during participatory
performances, since he is already naturally wearing that role. We simply have
to “acknowledge that any spectator already is an actor of his own story and
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that the actor also is the spectator of the same kind of story.” (Ranciere, 2007)
Meaning that the spectator is an active entity in theater, no matter what the
degree of participation a performance invites them to partake. Whether asked
to walk on stage or simply to observe from their seat, they are performing a
set of activities in their position as observers of the story.
The spectator, according to Ranciere, observes, interprets, links dots in his
mind, projects, fills the missing gaps of what’s presented to them. They are
always active.
In this experiment, the participants are put in equal positions of performing
and witnessing, and the gradual creation of the narrative depends on the
interactivity of both participants, and both alternating roles of acting and
listening.
In the next few experiments I described in this memoir, I explore the role a
spectator fills in my work and the set of activities they perform as active entities in that environment.

A well known tale that the experiment had reminded me of, is Plato’s Allegory
of the Cave.
It is a story dating 2400 years that one of the best thinkers of our time wrote
to describe how people can behave when they are faced with their own ignorance.
He represented people by cave dwellers, chained facing a wall since birth,
forced to watch shadows flickering on the wall of the cave, while they mistake
those mere representations for reality itself.
The shadows are cast by the people and animals moving outside of the cave
(real life), while a fire burns inside the cave between the prisoners and the
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Plato’s Allegory
of the Cave.

outside world, presenting the latter as mere silhouettes to them. The protagonist of the tale is the prisoner who frees himself from the chains, wandering
in the outside world, discovering the source of the shadows he thought was
“real life”, and realises what he’s been seeing was just an illusion. When he
goes back to the cave to educate his fellow prisoners, they violently refuse his
discoveries and try to kill him.
While it is a tale that has been reflected upon in relation to many aspects of
life for the past 2400 years, the one that interested me the most, the one used
in theater stories, is the problem of representation. What is real life and what
is its representation?
In the theater realm, representation is used in order to suggest an idea, an
event, and to rely on the minds of the audience to assign a meaning to that
silhouette, that shadow.
Rather than a flaw to correct as seen by Plato then, an ignorance to enlighten,
theater can use it as a tool for storytelling, that can incite the spectators to
co-create the piece with the makers, fill the blanks, imagine what reality a representation might refer to, and this process is a very personal one, specific to
the background, knowledge, history, character, and so on… of the spectator.
In my experiment, the images we were witnessing as we were walking together, while each facing their own direction, worked as the walls of the cave.
They were what we were almost forced to watch, having defined the direction
of our gaze by the instructions of the experiment.
And then, the spoken narration was presented to us like shadows were presented to the prisoners.
They were representations of another world, one we couldn’t see, and that specifically triggered an attempt in each of our imaginations, to try and envision
what reality they portrayed.
It all started by me noticing how, as a spectator of the recent events at home,
I was interacting with the images I was receiving from my friends and fami-
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ly, coupled with their stories and narrations of their everyday life. First, they
helped me realise that the superposition of verbal narration adds a whole new
storytelling dimension to the images. And second, through calls I had with
them while I was walking in Utrecht and they were protesting, their words
acted like shadows superposed to an extremely different visual reality, it inspired me to try to explore its capacities as a storytelling tool.
And even though there was no predetermined accordance between the image
and the text, their combination utterly changed the reality I was experiencing,
they merged and formed a whole new narrative, a third world.

Beginning October 17th, I experienced for the first time the feeling of being
bound to a place, while being forced to receive fragments of a world I painfully and wholeheartedly longed for.
This feeling evolved with time, and with it so did the narrative of being away
from home, and bridging myself to it. And since I used my artistic process as
a way to channel whatever I encountered in those last two years, the narrative
of being away from home, and how I chose to respond to it, imprinted on my
work and resulted in a process of transforming everyday life into both artistic
reflection and practice.
And starting with the first few discoveries of Image, text and superposition of
storylines, an interest was sparked in the power of combining image and text,
inviting the spectator to co-create as an imagining force along with me, and
collecting tools to practice that as a scenographer.
Choosing to vulnerably and openly allow every part of my daily life to be
the sole food of my creative process, and using it to study performance and
scenography has been one of the best experiences of my life.
The rest unfolds in the following entries of this memoir.
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Parallel
storylines and
their intertwinement.

Space and Letters.
EXPERIMENT: “From Leters to Space”.
Storytelling through images - A dramaturgy of the background - Text-Image relationship.

“Am’oumi... I remember how Am’oumi came into existence...
You know how Arab moms and dads call their kids ‘Mama’ and ‘Baba’...
That was my version of calling you Mama.
Why Mama and not Baba? You two were my favorite females.
And it made sense at the time to include you both in one word.”
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Extracted from
the written confessions of my
Father.

My dad sent me letters from his travels when he was working abroad.
Since I didn’t know how to read back then, he used to draw Disney characters
on them so I could at least know he was thinking of me.
He asked me to color them, so that we would have our time together even if it
was across time and space.
Those letters were a space where we met, leaving each other traces of the
other.
I used to look at them in his closet, and fall asleep to the scent of his clothes.
Letters, his closet and building sites were my meeting spaces with him.
During his visits to home, we used to go to his construction projects, multiple
building sites around the country, and just walk there.
Till this day they remind me of him, they are as sturdy and rough on the
outside as he is.
Yet from the inside, you can feel the warm sun through the open windows
and cracks in the paper-lacking walls, and know you’re safe and home.
The spaces made echos, they spoke back.

Finding dad in
the abandoned
Villa.

For my next project, I wanted to experiment with working on site.
I hunted endlessly, but then on one of my routine drives to my aunt, I see an
abandoned villa leaning on a hill to my right.
I turn around, step out and explore.
The inside wasn’t that different from any building site at first.
The same echo, sunlight and dust I’ve known my whole life.
Then, to my big surprise, a room that looked like a decaying scene from a
disney movie house was revealed to me.
Sofas, a center table, and a mosaic of interesting objects laying on the floor.
Everything was in a dynamic state of decay, nature was claiming the space,
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swaying it back to her own rules and rhythm.
Paint stains, cat scratches and burn marks, the sofas had so much to tell, yet
even more to hide.
They seduce you into curiosity and then leave a thousand unanswered questions for you to play with.
It did feel like a game, like I stepped into a long-abadoned environment and
was set to discover the history of the space.
When the walls gave no further answers, the floor answered them. It was covered with empty beer bottles and soda cans.
What kind of meeting happened here? Who were the people? How long has it
been since their last visit? Where are they now?

A small video work I made on a site specific location.
The movie has only one frame, displaying eight minutes of myself moving
around the space, in and out of the frame, while a voice over of two letters I’ve
chosen play alongside the image.
One letter is from my dad written in the 2000s to me and my mom, and the
other is from me to Lebanon that I wrote twenty years later.
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Experiment.

“From space to
Letters.”

25
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Reading
instructions
for Letter 1.

Find a hidden, small and dark space in your house,
It could be the bathroom, the attic, a broom closet.
Take a flashlight with you, and this book.
Now, close your eyes and imagine the following:
You are in a small closet,
The hung shirts are touching the top of your head from above,
You hear murmurs from outside, yet no one knows you’re there.
You are alone, with the clothes, their scent, and the letter.
Five year old me has been here,
But she’s all grown up now, writing a score to you,
Lending you the letter she read twenty years ago in that closet back in her
parents house in Lebanon.
Now open your eyes, use your flashlight and read the letter.
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Hello Tattouti1 habibi2 my heart,
How are you Am’oumi3?
I miss you, my heart.
I was very happy to hear your Palm Sunday dress fit you perfectly!
You have to tell me, habibi, whether you are preparing some school recitals, or
if you’re going to the circus, now that spring has come, the school might even
organize some trips!
I was watching the TV, my heart, and they mentioned that in Lebanon they’re
releasing a new animated movie called “Toy Story 2”, they said the movie is
very nice, you should watch it Am’oum!
The story is about a cowboy, which means someone who raises cows and
sheep, and rides a horse, so anyway a kid takes him to be his toy, and so the
cowboy’s friends try to save him from the kid.
Of course habibi, the movie isn’t real!
You should watch it, my heart, you’d have a lot of fun!
Habibi, they gave me a new car at work. Its color is blue, just like Mr. Alain’s
car. It’s very comfortable and still new, my heart, when you see Mr. Alain’s car,
think of me.
Don’t be sad habibi, if I wasn’t with you guys, I hope this doesn’t take too long
and we get to be all together always and very soon, okay Tattouti?
You should be kind with Mamitto4, because you’re a very thoughtful girl, and
now with your brother Marc being so young, Mum should take good care of
him, like change his diapers and and feed him so that he grows to be healthy,
then he would play with you, and you’d teach him how to draw and color.
And when I can come back home, I will be able to play with you and Marc
and I’ll teach you how to draw, and we will make beautiful things with silly
putty, okay Titti5?
You know, habibi, what I do sometimes while driving to work? I listen to the
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Thursday 27th
of April 2000,
Saudi Arabia.

Tattouti:
Nickname my
family called me
by.
1

Habibi:
Term of endearment meaning
“my love” in
Arabic.
2

Am’oumi:
Nickanme my
father invented
by mixing the
words mama
and my name.
3

Mamitto:
Mum’s nickname
4

Titti:
My nickname.
5

adorable tape you recorded, and I feel very happy while hearing your voice,
and I say if Titti was with me now I would hug her, hug her, hug her, and kiss
her and take her on fun trips!
And now Am’oumi, I wanna say bye because I have to go to work.
Bye habibi.
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Storytelling
through images

How do paintings, photographs, still images, translate a whole narrative?
Cinematographically, the performativity of the image depends on one main
principle:
What is in the frame, what is outside of it? And how is the link between both
shown through the image?
When we speak of frames, I think cameras, and more specifically of prime
lenses.
A prime lens is one that imposes on the user a pre-defined frame, there is no
option to zoom in or out.
I find it has the power to trigger creativity much better than a zoom lens due
to the restriction it comes with. With the frame chosen by the lens, the attention of the photographer can be wholly focused on managing what they hide,
what they reveal and how they direct the tension between both.
A still image is like fossilised tension.
With time, the details become more defined, progressively revealing the narrative it is trying to convey.
Bill Viola, contemporary video artist, managed to bring subtle yet undoubtedly present life to still images in a video work he called Catherine’s Room
(2001).
For this work, he chose a room, walled it from only three sides, and positioned the spectator outside as a bystander looking through.
The room was designed in five different yet complementary ways.
He curated the details of each room very carefully, starting with the furniture,
leading to the lighting (indicating time), and then to the view of the window
(hinting at the season of the image).
The human protagonist, Catherine, performs a certain part of her routine in
each one, whether it is yoga exercises, lighting candles or going to bed.
A defined frame, Catherine’s meditatively minute gestures, and a carefully
designed set of rooms said more than a moving image ever could.
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The story starts with the act of the spectator witnessing the work and continues with what their imagination does with it, with what they personally
project on it.

•
•
•
•

Choosing a space, adjusting it to fit the image
Consciously selecting objects and curating them in the space
Managing what the frames reveal and what they hide
Placing a protagonist to inhabit the space, performing with minute gestures

Inspired by one of the greatest video artists of our time, I decided to be the
apprentice of his work.
Bill Viola wanted to convey the cyclicality of natural existence through showing the cyclicality of Catherine’s.
What did I want to convey?
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Mapping out Bill
Viola’s tools.

Welcoming Dad at the Airport for the first time.
June 2000, Beirut, Rafik El Hariri Airport.
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Despite the beauty of being with my family, the skin feeding heat of the sun,
and my mother’s unbeatable cooking, I couldn’t shake the feeling of dread that
soon, I have to go back to Holland and be away from them yet again.
Whether I felt I was leaving Lebanon behind, it was leaving me behind, or
both,
All I could think of was five year old me at the airport, tears down my cheeks,
looking at my father dragging his heavy luggage behind and disappearing
through the departure gates.
And I wondered;
What would remain of my country if every generation that followed me felt
compelled to leave, like the ones before it, in order to look for a decent life
abroad?
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June 2020,
Beirut.
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“With their abandonment, a whole new drama begins to unfold. It starts
slowly at first, with a few open windows letting in the wind and rain, the snow
and the spores for the first patches of moss to take hold ... the top layer of
paint begins to crack, often in a sharp, continuous stroke that sounds like a
clawed animal scurrying across the wall. Plaster ornaments dissolve right on
the wiring until they can no longer support themselves... Horsehair, once used
to hold together plaster decorations, begins to stick out between structural
elements like strange, insect-like antennae... The seats burst ... The stage curtain drops as its fireproof backing splits and bubbles into the mouldy fabric,
combining with the deteriorating floor of the stage into a fantastical fungal
landscape.”
-Augusto Corrieri quoting Julia Solis in his article “The Rock, the
Butterfly, the Moon and the Cloud.
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A dramaturgy
of the
Background.

The story of the video is a projection of my own suggestion of what a future
collective abandonment of my country would look like. It is made of a background representing this supposed environment, my personal presence in it,
and the two letters being read by a voice over.
In the video, my position as a performer is that of a temporary visitor, a role I
had embodied ever since I moved to Holland.
However, the real performer in the video is the space itself, or even time, and
how its passing is slowly transforming the tiniest details of the space.
With her quote written above, photographer Julia Solis describes the unfolding of theater spaces over time, as a performance executed by the space itself,
separately from the engagement of a human presence in it.
The light shifts from an anthropocentric focus to one towards space, time and
decay.
The space becomes the performer and tells the tale of its perpetual meeting
with time.
French poet Francis Ponge applies this geocentrism to the performer in
nature known as being the most inert; the rock, by saying that it is “truly the
only thing in nature which is constantly dying”. (Corrieri, 2016)
Not unlike a rock, the villa I found was slowly unfolding with its disintegrating fabric, crumbling cement blocks and corroding iron structure, translating
perfectly the image I wanted to convey.
And the video was meant to swap the background for the foreground, making
it a central agent in telling the narrative.
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The elements I had learned from Viola were the choice of space, the management of the objects within, the direction of the frame through what it hides
and what it reveals, and finally the presence of a protagonist inhabiting the
space.
With regards to what concerns the image I wanted to work with, I gathered a
lot from him.
However, my research is about how image and text work together to translate
a narrative, leaving text as the last element to work on as an ally to the image I
had built.
Once I had the texts I wanted to use (the two letters), their addition created a
context to the image, and the image did the same for them as well.
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Text-Image
Relationship,
Definitions.

What is an image?
An image is the experience of the visual.
It is something we encounter whether with our eyes or with our minds,
It is bound by a frame,
It can be captured by a painting, a drawing or a photograph, yet it is not these
elements themselves,
for they remain mere representations of it.
It is a language of expression through form, color, shape, pattern, light,
shadow...

What is text?
A text is a constellation of words,
It is a language of the mind, heart and soul,
It could express the wide spectrum of the sayable,
Yet through its limitations, fails to express what is known as the unsayable,
Which is best articulated through language of the body.
It is a beautiful form, the wish for reaching out can take.
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In the early 20th century, Dadaist artist Francis Picabia was part of a group
that was questioning the role and language used in the arts. In 1919, he
created a work that highlights how the synthesis of image and words evokes a
meaning much more powerful than that of images or text alone.
The work consisted of a frame, with no pictorial material or canvas inside, but
some strings and labels.
And next to the painting, he wrote: La Danse de Saint Guy (the dance of Saint
Guy).
His experiment was meant to push the
limits of how far we can reduce from
the visual content we rely on, and how
coupling this minimal visual suggestion with textual description, in other
words, a linguistic suggestion of the
narrative, can translate the story by
triggering the minds of the audience.
And thus, the text/image duo creates a
very strong storytelling collaboration.
Many after him explored this relationship as well, such as Sophie Calles
in 2013, with her project “Ghosts”,
where she created temporary art-objects to replace paintings in museums
that were either on loan or in storage.
Those art-objects were empty frames coupled with the description of the
paintings that Calles collected by interviewing the curators, guards and other
staff members and visitors of the museum.
The texts in these empty frames worked very similarly to Picabia’s painting
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Text-Image
Relationship,
Reflection.

“La Danse de Saint Guy”, in triggering the minds of the spectators while
presenting them with a mere visual
suggestion, a frame.
Other than the text and image
heightening each other’s storytelling
powers, Maurice Blanchot (French
literary theorist and philosopher)
links one of his observations on art
to her work in a very interesting way.
His theory states that knowing that
art objects exist in different stages of
fruition while they are still imagined,
those imagined stages possess many
more potential possibilities than the
realized artwork. They are still ideas,
existing in the imaginary realm, and
can be anything before being executed.
In “Ghosts”, he says the paintings
switched back to the conceptual realm by removing their visual content and
replacing it with written description, appealing to the imagination of the
spectator rather than their sight. And thus, the reliance on visual suggestion
coupled with descriptive text can conceptualize the form of the narrative just
enough to leave some space for the spectator to make the story his own, to
continue it and identify with it.
And finally, to top the list of experimentations done in the last century in light
of testing the power of images and descriptive words in storytelling, Heiner
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Muller, a German dramatist and writer, created a work called “Description of
a Picture”, in 1984 at the height of his theatrical experimentation. The work
consists of an eight pages long text, composed as a single sentence, punctuated by commas, colons and semicolons, and in it, he describes the details of
a painting with space for intrigue and mystery, while still giving the listener
enough to imagine the photo without even seeing it. The text, although written in prose, was repeatedly read and used as stage directions since its publication, and even performed on stage.
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Reading
instructions for
Letter 2.

Sit somewhere you can be alone,
It can be a park bench, a chair in your room, under the covers of your bed.
Have your earphones with you, and play Birds Canticum “Birds Requiem”
Suite by Dhafer Youssef.
Now, close your eyes and listen.
When the clarinet comes in (0:50), start reading.
Ps: If the vocals distract you at the end, know that it is a fraction of how much
the pain of missing Lebanon distracts me every day.
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Dear Lebanon,
I don’t know where to start, I have so much to tell you.
I have been writing this letter in my head ever since I was five and had to say
goodbye to my father at the airport because he had to travel if I were to keep
going to school and if my mom were to keep being able to buy us food, and
maintain a roof over our heads.
We all thought something would change, yet here I am, 20 years later, saying
goodbye to my family at the airport, but this time, I’m the one who’s leaving.
When I was at the protests in Amsterdam, I saw the pain and loneliness that
I was feeling, on the faces of every Lebanese expat, who had to live far away
from their loved ones.
We were all mirrors to each other, longing for the same things, fighting for a
possible Lebanon where we can live decently in, a dream we have been inheriting from every generation before us for ages.
We were fighting for the smell of our grandma’s kitchen preparing the best
sunday meals, the warm hugs of our mums and their welcoming smiles, time
spent with our siblings laughing over nothing and everything, long conversations with our dads, the ability to see our loved ones and grow with them, and
share the simplest smallest details of everyday life with them.
Dear Lebanon, I am leaving you, and I’m sorry for that.
I really wish it were different, but I’m only looking after my future, seeking a
bit of decency for the years to come.
You’ve given me so much, and I am eternally grateful for that, but the paradox
of being born in your land, is having to learn to part from exactly the treasures you behold.
After I’ve created a life abroad, I will visit you, but I prefer to do it as a guest,
an old friend.
Dear Lebanon, I forgive you, I hope you forgive me too.
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June 24th of
April 2020,
Lebanon,
Bsalim.

Conclusion.

And so, equipped with a wide collection of new inspiration material from theater experts, my process in cultivating my exploration of text and image, in a
spatial context, as tools for storytelling had reached a new level of experience,
inciting me to dive deeper in the research.
From Viola I had learned that image building through space starts with a
careful choice of the space, a conscious selection of objects and their curation
in it, a careful scenographic alteration of it (such as light, sound, etc…), and a
management of the frame with what it reveals and what it hides.
However without a frame defined by the camera, how do I create it spatially?
As for the text, I learned from Picabia, Calles and Muller that it is an ally of
the image, if not a storytelling force of its own. It has the power to elevate
the narrational abilities of an image, can take it back to its conceptual realm,
making enough space to allow the imagination of the spectator to be triggered, inviting them to add their own touch to it, and rendering them co-creators of the story.
And finally, following the basics of the linguistic style of Muller in “Description of a Picture”, a descriptive text written in prose, can be read as stage
directions, and translated into a performance of its own.
And so the new questions that arise are: What minimal scenographic gestures
do I need to apply to a space to create the image supporting my story? What
kind of language do I want to generate for myself, in order to successfully
translate my narratives to the audience? How can I create a frame and manage
the power of what it hides and reveals through space?
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Interlude:

My Aesthetics.
Photos from my walks in Beirut - Letter to Beirut.

“Beauty is the harvest of presence, the evanescent moment of seeing or
hearing on the outside what already lives far inside us; the eyes, the ears
or the imagination suddenly becomes a bridge between the here and
the there, between then and now, between the inside and the outside;
beauty is the conversation between what we think is happening outside
in the world and is just about to occur far inside us.”
(Whyte, 2015)

Reader’s note:
Listen to Beirut by
Ibrahim Maalouf
while reading.
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“For I gravitate towards lemon, garlic, and sunlight the way the needle
gravitates North.”

Dear Beloved,
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I’ve been thinking about why I’m so attracted to you, your energy, your streets, your
sound, your smells, your buildings, your people, your countless stories,

you.
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Why does it feel like home when I find myself in a chaotic space,
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where I can feel I can just disappear, be and observe all that’s happening around me,
when I feel I can be on the outskirts of it, while walking and being in the middle of it all?
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The laundry strings, the colorful fabric hanging from it,
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64

the old buildings with all kinds of stories marked on their skin, from bullet holes and
graffiti,
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to random washed up markings,

66

French windows and balconies,

67

and architectural ornaments,

68

your washed up, yet brightening colors,

69

pastel blue paint and green wooden shutters,

70

your new versus old,

71

intertwined electrical chords,

72

your abadoned buildings,

73

and random mess everywhere,

74

climbing plants hanging to your buildings for dear life,

75

as I hang to you.
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The smell of thyme, of grilled chicken sandwiches, of spices and homey recipes, and lemon trees in every corner that immediately take me to my mother’s kitchen,
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smell of old cars, industrial streets and fresh paint,
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The sounds of car garages, of police cars and ambulances,
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of crowds at vegetable shops, of women negotiating prices with shop owners who proudly
boast about their merchandise, of loud distant laughs, heated arguments or simple
friendly conversations,
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of kids’ laughter and invented games underneath your balconies,
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of music coming out of a mysterious balcony from a nearby building, of church bells and
mosque prayers all at the same time.
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Feeling the sun on my skin, while a light breeze brushes my arms, face and legs,

83

an accidental drop of water from an overly wet hung laundry, or from a leaking AC unit,

84

the coarse skin of your buildings,

85

and narrow sidewalks, of your streets that force us to walk in queues, the accidental brush
of a rushing stranger’s shoulder while squeezing into them,

86

the warm smokey air emitted from nearby passing cars and trucks,
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the stroke of a branch extending from a wildly growing tree on one of those tightly packed
sidewalks.
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The taste of that ice cold beer shared with friends in Mar Mkhayel at happy hour,
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those crunchy warm loaves of sesame bread we buy from merchants with their travelling
stands, the shawarma sandwiches that quench all kinds of hungers we have,
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the cup of coffee with the neighbor asking “with or without sugar” and the sound of the
spoon mixing it, the sessions of fortune telling that come with it, “I see a white dove coming your way!”,
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Grandma’s million recipes that feel your soul, her fridge that’s always full with endless
snacks and dishes, the hummus shops and man’oucheh bakeries, the spicy potatoes and
garlicky taste in everything.
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Like the climbing plants hanging on to your buildings for dear life as I
hang to you.
I take all you’ve given me and rebuild you a 9th and final time somewhere safe for both you and me,

Sincerely,
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To my mothership, the compass of my five senses,
For I gravitate towards lemon, garlic, and sunlight the way the needle
gravitates North.

Your Christie.
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Writing and Erasing.
EXPERIMENT: “Writing and Erasing”.
Performativity of Space - How to audition a space (score).

“And with the shrinking of the charcoal sticks, the distance between me
and her shrunk as well.”
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”وبعد تسعة أشهر ،طلّت عليها بنت مثل القمر.
فرحت كتري فيها وكانت تحملها بني ايديها ،تطّلع فيها و قول لحالها ،هأل أنا رصت ماما؟
وحس فيها و خاف عليها من أول لحظة؟
هأل هالطّفلة كانت جوايت تلبّطني و تروح شامل و ميني ّ
طيّب كيف الزم ربّيها؟ ما بعرف يش؟
وتكبها وترافقها بكل خطوة  ،و بكل.
هالصبية لبنتها القوي ّ
حب ّ
خلها تربيها وتهتم فيها ّ
بس ّ
مرحلة من مراحل من ّوها
وهيك بلّشت قصتي وقصتك وبعدها مكملة.
كنت حطّك بحضني وبس اطّلع فييك ،كأين ملكت الكون.
تضل ايدي بيدك“.
و ايدي عىل طول بيدك حتى ملا تنامي متسكييل إصبعي لتغفي ،ورح ّ
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“And after nine months, she met a baby girl as beautiful as the moon.
She made her feel so happy, and used to carry her in her arms, look at her and
say to herself:
-Am I now someone’s Mama?
Was this child really in my belly, kicking me and moving right to left, while I
was feeling her every move, worrying about her from the first moment?
How should I raise her? I don’t know anything!
However the strong love of this woman to her daughter helped her raise her
and care for her and help her grow, and accompany her in every step of her
growth.
And this is how our story began, and it is still going on.
I used to put you in my lap and simply look at you, and feel like I own the
whole world.
And my hand has always been in yours, even while falling asleep you used to
hold my finger, and my hand will remain in yours.”

From the
confessions of
my mother.
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Sometime after
August 4th
2020, somewhere between
Beirut and
Utrecht.

It was right after the explosion.
The luggage wasn’t nearly big enough to take the fear, anxiety and pain I experienced that day with me,
Especially when I had to be on an airplane 10 hours after it had happened.
So I carried all those things in the bags underneath my eyes, my shaking
hands, and trembling lungs.
The sky welcomes me in Holland, I feel a nation open its arms to me,
In a time when my own had threatened the lives of those I love and my own.
I sought shelter in the arms of tall Dutch trees, a 40 degree weather, and my
friends.
It was at night that I felt I had no arms to hold me,
No one to rock me to sleep, comb my hair, and hold my hand until I fell
asleep.

Lebanon, 1999,
somewhere
near the coast,
our first apartment.

A white baby’s crib with ladybug prints, a mosquito net covering it, and a
small chair next to it.
A two year old girl enjoys a colorful book from which her mum is reading to
her before bedtime.
“Plic, Plac, Ploc, de grosses gouttes tombent,
Vite! Bati l’ourson ouvre son parapluie…”
After some pages were read, some laughs shared, and words learned,
The Mum puts the book aside, turns off the light, and closes the mosquito net
well.
“Mom”. The girl calls out.
She holds her arm out from between the bars of the crib.
The Mum sits back on the small chair, takes the small hand in hers, gives it a
warm kiss, and holds it till the girl falls asleep.
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A regular bedtime storytelling evening,
Sahel Alma, Lebanon.
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Finding her on the other side of the world,
Culemborg, Holland.
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Some friends and I were offered a new space to work with, a factory in a new
part of Holland.
It was huge and had so many windows you wondered whether you were outside or inside.
Brick walls, layers of paint on top of each other, a thousand stories with the
traces of each one.
Random chalk drawings on walls, patches of paint on the dusty floor, rusty
window frames.
Time had found this space, and was slowly but surely leaving its imprints all
over it.
A functional train track a few hundreds of meters away from the factory was
the space’s natural clock.
Elsewhere, we count with seconds, in the factory we count with passing
trains.
“How long did you work there today? Oh not too much, just for a dozen
passing trains.”
And the heart of the space was a wood burning stove.
It had an old cozy sofa chair next to it, and was surrounded by four wooden
walls.
It was the warmest corner in the whole factory.
And it is where I eventually found her.
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Holland, September 2020,
A Factory in
Culemborg.

Getting there,

The unexpected
beginning.

I was struggling to build a project.
We were asked to find a part of the space and develop a certain process in
relation to it and our research.
I knew I wanted to summon her, in any way I could, but how?
How can I bring her into a space I never thought I would relate to her?
The cold tall painted brick walls were keeping her out.
So I started there.

“What is one question you would like to ask your Mother to get to know her
better?
What is one question you wish she would ask (or had asked) you, to get to
know you better?”
I interviewed around 100 people from Holland, to Lebanon and collected
their answers to these two questions.
A charcoal piece in hand, and the list of questions in the other, I started imprinting myself on these walls through the thoughts of longing, curiosity and
love these people shared with me.
And with the shrinking of the charcoal sticks, the distance between me and
her shrunk as well.

After I had filled the walls with the questions, a portal was drawn for her to
enter the cold Dutch factory.
She landed in the fire of the stove, and all we had to do was sit there and enjoy
the warmth of her presence.
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Imprinting on the walls with a charcoal stick,
Culemborg, Holland, a white wall.
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Experiment

“Writing and
Erasing”

A velvety sofa, a toddler chair, a warm stove. A wooden side table with an
open old memory album. Some writings in Arabic scriptures next to each
image. A warm cup of half-drunk sage tea.
A paper envelope, with handwriting on it saying “to you”. A story to be read,
an invitation, and a choice to be made. Do I write to her? Do I not?
The visitors were lured into the space by a warm soundscape of a woman’s
tender voice talking with a young girl, mixed with random sounds of family
gatherings.
The placement of the letter (on the stove door in front of the chair) invited
the guests to sit down and read it. And the content invited them to answer the
two questions of the interview by writing their answers down on a piece of
paper, and leaving it to me (as per the directions in the letter) in the drawer of
the side table.
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Do I write to her? Do I not?

Culemborg, Holland, The Fire Stove.
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Reflection

Performativity of
space.

With a baggage full of new tools, and new questions, this experiment was a
chance to explore both and see what new ones arise.
A chosen corner in the space, the fire stove area.
What inspires a scenographer’s choice of space for a specific performance?
What is the difference between this corner or that one?
What role does space play in the process of narrating a story?
“Space – whether a suspended pause, a blank area, an empty room or a limitless cosmos – performs.
As a concept theorised over centuries by philosophers, scientists, artists and
dramatists, space remains complex and elusive, although it is the fundamental
immaterial-material utilised by designers creating sites for theatrical performance. Space is the stuff of architects (who construct it) and scenographers
(who abstract it); experienced by inhabitants (immersed within it) and spectators (who regard it). “ (Hannah, 2011)
Dorita Hannah, in her article “Event-Space: Performance Space and Spatial
Performativity”, talks about space as a performer. She reintroduces the notion
of “event-space”, a term emerged towards the end of the twentieth century, in
order to study and reflect on spatial performativity.
Event-space is a term articulating how performance is spatialized by the
event. Jacques Derrida mentions it in Leach: “The question of architecture is
in fact that of place, of taking place in space… an event.” (Derrida, 1997)
This rethinking of the dynamism of spaces challenges the architecture to be
more active.
Architecture and space were regarded traditionally as passive beings, built for
the sake of continuity, autonomy and human protection.
However, following the 20-th century spatiotemporal revolutions in science,
art and communication, our perception of spaces transformed from regarding
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them as passive beings, to recognizing them as environments in a continuous
state of active becoming.
As Doritha Hannah wisely puts it, “the static spatialization of time shifted
towards a dynamic temporalization of space”. (Hannah, 2011)
It is the same concept Augusto Corrieri was talking about, as mentioned in
my previous memoir entry, in his article “The Rock, the Butterfly, the Moon
and the Cloud”, where he regards the rock, as a being in a continuous state of
unfolding, alive, rather than an inanimate non-interactive object.
The rock is an analogy of space in this case, and this “constant unfolding and
happening” is the eventuality of space that Dorita explores.
And so, space becomes a stage for what Tschumi calls “the spectacle of everyday life”.
Rather than a static object, it becomes a performer of its own.
Thus, acknowledging that performance happens all around us in our quotidian world, inspires a new way of looking at it.
A static gaze towards space becomes a dynamic one full of intrigue and an
open mind for questions and wonderings that might arise. What is this space
trying to communicate to me?
What kind of events can I witness through it?
And so, I mapped the process of this dynamic gaze towards space that I’ve
been researching and practicing and organized it by writing a score.
If you want to try it, simply read and follow the instructions. Any space you
are in has the potential to tell you stories, so stay where you are or change
your position, it is up to you.
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How to audition a space:
(a score)

Reading guide:

Choose a space you wish to audition, read carefully, and listen to the space
speak.
1. Sit in the chosen space, pretend you are alone.
2. Try to shift your focus from the thoughts in your mind to the details of
every part of the space around you.
3. Start with the skin of the space, floor, walls, and ceiling. Notice each detail
without granting importance to any one more than the other.
4. Contemplate the characteristics of those details you now see. Notice their
texture, color, age, temperature, pattern, mass... Use your tactile eye, focus
on what physical sensations they evoke.
5. Now that you’ve touched them with your gaze, allow your mind to conjure all kinds of associations to them, whether historical, social, environmental, semantical, and especially narrational.
6. Make sure you are taking notes, and let your mind simply drift.
7. When you have succeeded in scanning the place with your tactile, intellectual and imaginative mind, make space for the playful heart.
You will find that you’ve seen every layer the space has to offer, associated
possible stories to what it has shown you, and now it is a stage for you, waiting
to interact with you.
You can extract, add, cover, emphasize, upscale, downscale, improve, exaggerate, wrap, enlarge, assemble, take apart, penetrate, compress, stretch, open,
close.
Just play.
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As the score entails, the step following auditioning a space would be making
choices in how to alter it.
As scenographers, we are offered many tools through which we can manipulate a space. To mention a few, a scenographer can remove and add objects
of their choice to the space, pay attention to the quality of light in it, to its
soundscape, temperature, scentscape, texture (any sensorial experience it
might offer) and then make decisions to change them in a way that serves
their narrative.

I started with paying attention to objects and their performative value.
I first cleared the space of everything that misrepresents my narrative, such
as extra furniture, unwanted dust and debris on the floor, and a poster of the
map of Culemborg on the wall. And then, I chose the items that do serve my
narrative. So I kept the sofa, added a small side table with the open book of
confessions she wrote to me laying on top of it, a wooden toddler chair facing
the sofa, and my giant blue travel luggage in the corner. It was the last piece of
the image representing the medium through which I travel to and from them.
The furniture pieces, book and luggage were all connected by one string, a
link through time.
As for sound, I collected recordings of her voice talking to child me in our
old home videos, overlapped them with a backdrop of sounds of our family
gatherings, and hid the speakers in the luggage.
The voices were emanating from it, for I take them with me wherever I go.
Concerning temperature, the space was very cold, being an open factory in
Culemborg in October. So I lit the wood stove, creating a warmer bubble, inviting the spectator to sit and take place in this representation of the hominess
of my mother that I longed for.
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In Culemborg.

And finally, I made hot sage tea in a cup placed on the side table next to the
sofa, which I kept refilling with hot water.
Initially, it added a scentscape to the room, one of home, coziness and relaxation.
But also, it worked as a performative element that inspires the spectator to
raise questions such as, is this hers? Was she just here? Is she coming back?
Emphasizing her suggested presence even more.

Erasing.

The performance ended with me carrying a bucket of water and a rough
sponge, and erasing the sentences I had written.
The words would disappear, but they would leave a gray stain behind on the
walls.
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Who was there?
What did they write on the walls?
Who were they addressing themselves to?
Culemborg, Holland, stained white walls.
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يتغي
“صحيح هون خلص الحيك ،بس ما خلصت الحكاية ،بعدا مكملة .بس ما يف يشء رح ّ
بالجوهر.
حس املسؤوليّة و العاطفة والشّ عور مع اآلخر و الشّ غف للعلم
الحب الحقيقي و ّ
زرعت فيكن ّ
كل يشء بصادفكن بالحياة
.والعطاء واإلميان والثّقة بال ّنفس ،وهول بكونوا سالحكن لتواجهوا ّ
ورح يجي يوم تزرعوهن بوالدكم
بس من هون ورايح أنت رح تكفّي الحكاية .وعندي شعور إنو رح تكون حكاية حلوة كثري بإذن
اللّٰه“
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“It is true that my words end here for now, but the story goes on, and the
heart of it remains the same.
I planted in you real love, a sense of responsibility, empathy towards others,
passion for knowledge, giving, faith, and believing in yourself, and these shall
be the weapons you can use to overcome all kinds of obstacles in your life.
And someday, you will plant those seeds in your children’s hearts as well.
But from now on, you will write the rest of the story, and I have a feeling it
will be a beautiful one.”

Last page of
my mother’s
confessions.
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Civil War Room.
EXPERIMENT: “Civil War Room”.
Building the image - Temporal indication of details - Spectator as secondary witness.

“How many times do we have to mourn a city, a people, a nation?”
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Rola, 22,
Lebanese
University
student.

“Memory of the war: I don’t know if I can even talk about it. I mean, if there is
something in society that helps you to think about it - but everything encourages us to escape. Nothing encourages you to deal with it, to face it, nothing!
They don’t even talk about it anymore, and even if they do it’s from different
perspectives: a theory and idea - not specific facts. I mean it’s very dangerous to awaken something that is not ready to be awakened… it’s not easy to
remember, and it’s such a blessing to forget sometimes. But if you want to
remember and you want to deal with it - and I hope each one of us will want
to face something, and when he is ready, then it will help.” (Barak, 2007)
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“We should not forget the war, but we should also not become its prisoners,
nor should we impose it on the new generation. Today’s youth have a right to
forget and we have a right to remember. I am concerned that they will make
the same mistakes because we have not studied all of the war’s consequences.
Perhaps we abandoned this more quickly than what was needed. We should
find a balance between the right of remembrance and the duty of forgetfulness.” (Larkin, 2010)
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Ghassan
Salame to
al-Nahar,
April 7, 2004.

1980, Lebanon,
Beirut.

A green line separating two sides of Beirut,
East and West, and the violence terrorizes both,
It’s been five years, how much longer will it remain for?

2006, Lebanon,
Jounieh, Sahel
Alma.

It was a normal wednesday morning, or we thought it was.
Everything happened on the edge of 6 am
Right before, the sky blue, the bed sheets warm, and the air fresh
My brother in the bed next to mine, we were lost in a dreamy slumber.
Right after 6 am, my Mother storms in the room, her face displaying a panic I
had never seen before,
My brother and I struggling to hang on to the edge of our beds, dumbfounded
by our first experience of a nearby bomb,
She holds our hands and uses all her force to pull us towards her and take us
to the hallway to hide there,
A trick she learned during the Civil War.
We kneel to the ground, her hands like giant wings protecting us,
And wait for the next hit.
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At 18:00, my partner and I were in bed napping after lunch,
I was leaving back to Holland later that day,
We were savoring our last few moments together.
At 18:05, the whole room started shaking,
Bed, walls, the closet was about to fall to the ground,
He thought it was an earthquake,
I was still registering what was happening,
At 18:07, boom.

2020, August
4th, Lebanon,
Beirut.

I sit in front of my room’s window,
A cloudy sky, naked tree, and subtly wind-swayed branches face me,
Not until I had just written today’s date did I realise, it’s been 8 months since
that summer day.
An empty coffee cup on my desk, a pile of books scattered on the sofa next to
me,
Is it still a sofa if it functions as a bookshelf much more than a seating space?
I try to connect the dots, find the missing links, and convey both to you.

2021, April
4th, Holland,
Utrecht.
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Beirut is a city that was destroyed and rebuilt seven times during its 5000
years history.
The eighth time happened after August 4th.
We take pride in how resilient our people are, but after that day, the taste of
the word resilience has turned bitter and its meaning toxic.
How many times do we have to mourn a city, a people, a nation?
How many times do we have to go through a new kind of trauma and heal all
over again, pick up the pieces of our hearts, pieces of Beirut, and rebuild both
her and ourselves?
“Beirut is like opium”, a medical doctor at St. Georges hospital in Beirut says
in an interview (gives details of interview).
“It’s so good, but it’s so bad for you”.

After August 4th, a gap that had existed for the past 30 years had been emphasized.
Following the war, the people were hit by a state-sponsored collective amnesia. They just wanted to forget, and many did.
The problem is, not attending to the trauma, even if it starts out small, can
grow beyond your imagination and contaminate a person, a city, a nation.
It is not that different from Antoine de St. Exupery’s Baobabs.
“... there were good seeds from good plants, and bad seeds from bad plants.
But seeds are invisible. They sleep deep in the heart of the earth’s darkness,
until someone among them is seized with the desire to awaken…” (the bad
seeds were Baobabs)
“A baobab is something you will never, never be able to get rid of if you attend
to it too late. It spreads over the entire planet. It bores clear through it with its
roots. And if the planet is too small, and the baobabs are too many, they split
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it into pieces…”
The war’s generation’s unsolved trauma was a collective forest of Baobabs.
And the explosion awakened millions of dormant seeds.
Artists had been using that post-war collective memory loss as a study subject
ever since.
Since, not unlike many other Lebanese houses, I too was shielded by the terrors of the war, by hiding it, ignoring it, hoping the baobab would just disappear, I knew in order to understand what had led to this big tragedy to occur,
I had to start there.

Somehow working on a trauma I hadn’t lived, allowed me to indirectly work
on one I had lived.
So I interviewed my Grandma, and used the spatial description as our language.
I asked her to describe the space of her house, right after missiles had hit her
neighborhood in the 80s.
Her account of those events were translated to me through images of spatial
narration.
I used this doorway to visit that space that existed in a time when I hadn’t yet.
I was on a quest to find missing links in my nation’s history and mine,
A way to understand what had led to what we lived, why we had to live what
we had lived,
And that room, trembling after a launched missile, with my Grandma fleeting
it to protect her children,
Like our Mother did on that summer day in 2006,
Was the place to start.
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1980, Lebanon, Dora,
my Grandma’s
apartment.

A living room, warm light from outside, the smell of parsley.
An unlit central chandelier,
A tv facing the sofas covered by a thick layer of dust, the electricity had been
gone for a week,
The radio plays a song for Fairuz, a voice in the room softly singing along
with it,
A woman in her 30s sits on the sofa, her slippers neatly placed next to her,
A tray of french parsley on her lap, she is picking them for a tabbouleh for
when her kids and husband come back home,
The windows open, always open, for they learned what happens when they
leave them shut,
And they simply can’t afford to pay for new window glass anymore.
A few moments before the hit, she meditates on that parsley smell, and the
promise of a shared warm dinner with her family.
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I started with choosing a room at Pastoe, 0.18B.
It is relatively small, and has one window in front of its entrance door.
Its ceiling is embedded with a network of pipes and the floor was that of a
19th century factory.
Somehow its white walls, contrasting industrial flooring and ceiling and
singular window inspired a narrative dipped both in the past and present,
one of being in two places and time frames at once (which is a state similar to
the experience of the spectator traveling from the present time here to a past
memory there).
It is a space joining two separate voices in time and place.
I obviously had a lot of existing spatial character to work with, how do I emphasize what is needed and hide what is not?
So I started by hiding the view outside by covering the window with a translucent plastic film.
This gesture alone blurred time, and introduced an ambiguity that made space
for another time to pass through the room.
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Experiment

“Writing and
Erasing” Part 1, Building
the image.
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Then I moved inside, the walls were white with a few light markings here and
there, which worked perfectly for my aim.
The floor was a lot to work with, but I kept it as it is for now, and added one
item that would take the attention off of it, a persian carpet.
Ideally I’d be able to change the tiles or cover the whole floor, but I worked
with what I had.
The ceiling was impossible to ignore, but I relied on two things.
Firstly, by not placing objects that would catch the attention of the spectators
above the middle of their field of view, I hoped they would ignore it.
And secondly, suspension of disbelief.
It is a conscious decision taken by the spectators when they are in a theatrical
setting, to believe the world displayed to them even if it is not as perfectly
convincing as a flawless copy.
Last but not least, I placed some objects.
A rocking chair, a basket of knitting tools to its left, a persian carpet in front
of it, a stool facing it.
The chair was facing the window, I had been reminded of the power of the
gaze of a chair in making a space speak. The direction chosen for the chairs in
a space plays a big part in translating the suggested life in it.
For the sake of including the presence of travel in the room, to give them a
way out, I placed an old looking luggage bag right next to the door.
The last two items were the most performative of all.
A platter of fresh parsley thrown hastily on the floor, and a couple of old
house slippers questionably scattered across the room.
I had created my image.
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Temporal
indication of
details.

What moment in time was the space suggesting? How can the scenographic
manipulation of the space, whether through lighting, sound or objects reinforce the targeted period of the experience?
In the realisation of my work, I failed to pay attention to a very powerful
ingredient.
The details of the objects themselves, although aesthetically they expressed
the image I aimed for, worked against me in one thing.
They told the story of a different time.
I looked at the design of the objects, but not at their details.
Time had passed on these retro looking items, and had left its trail of rust,
multiple scratches and wrinkles.
The freshness of the parsley indicated the real time of the room, however we
weren’t archeologists in 2020 discovering a civil war room, on the contrary,
we travelled in time to 1980 and were witnessing an image taken from there.
In 1980 the retro looking bag would not have that much rust collected on it,
the slippers wouldn’t look that worn and old, the carpet would be a tad cleaner and less overused.
Details say a lot, zooming in is a crucial part of achieving any piece of work.
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Spectator as
witness.

In her article “The Accident and the Account: Towards a Taxonomy of Spectatorial Witness in Theatre and Performance Studies”, Caroline Wake talks
about the emergence of the witness in theater and performance.
What is a witness? A witness is someone who is observing a happening.
How can witnessing be linked with spectatorship and how does it affect the
experience of the spectator? Does it suggest a certain passivity of the latter,
and if not, what sort of activities does witnessing entail?
Wake starts by referring to the following saying by Jack Ranciere:
“The spectator is always active, just like the student or the scientist: he observes, he selects, he compares, he interprets. He connects what he observes
with many other things he has observed on other stages, in other kinds of
spaces. He makes his poem with the poem that is performed in front of him.
She participates in the performance if she is able to tell her own story about
the story that is in front of her.” (Ranciere, 2007)
What Ranciere was preaching is the equality between the two sides, spectators
and actors. He was talking about how looking and acting should not be seen
as opposites because as he says it “interpreting the world is already a means
of transforming it and reconfiguring it”. Which makes the observing spectator an active agent in this environment. He adds: “the spectators see, feel and
understand something to the extent that they make their poem as the poet
has done, as the actors, dancers or performers have done.” They are by default
co-creators of the performance.
And so, in regards to the spectator as witness, we can safely say that they are
active agents in this performative space, who fulfill a series of actions such as
connecting the performance with their own background, analysing what they
see, or filling the missing links of the performance with their own associations
and imagination (as mentioned in my first memoir entry).
Going back to the definition of witnessing, the act of observing a happening,
we can ask the question: what is the nature of the happening? What is the
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witnessing aimed towards?
Wake argues that there are two distinct notions of witnessing within performance studies: one that positions the witness at the scene of the accident
(primary witnessing), and another that positions the witness at the scene of
the account (secondary witnessing).
In primary witnessing, the spectator is present at the scene of the event, they
experience the urgency of the accident for they are immersed in it while it is
happening.
In secondary witnessing, the spectator is a witness of the account of an event
rather than the event itself, a receiver of testimonies of others.
In her book ‘Disappearing acts’, Diana Taylor defines the spectator as “the
listener rather than the see-er” (1997: 27), for they listen to someone else’s
narration about a certain event.
It is a kind of distancing, of giving the spectator a helicopter view of the event,
rather than immerse them in its urgency.
In the first attempt I tried putting the spectator at the heart of the scene of
the event of that day in 1980, Lebanon. I guided the spectators inside, while
playing songs of Fairuz in the background coupled with bomb and ambulance
sounds.
As soon as they entered, a rocking chair was swaying back and forth, indicating the presence of someone who was just here, who had just fled the room.
The suggested event was reinforced by the questionably dispersed slippers
across the room and the bouquet of parsley thrown hastily on the persian
carpet.
The sounds of Fairouz song drowning in interrupting missile and ambulance
sounds created context to the image of the accident.
I wasn’t narrating, I had created a situation and invited them to experience it
firsthand.
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Experimenting
with both Primary
witnessing.

A room, foggy windows, a moving chair, the smell of parsley.
Who’s just fled the room? What happened to them?
Utrecht, Pastoe Fabriek, Room 0.18B.
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Having tried to position my spectators as primary witnesses, I wondered how
I could transform the structure of the experience itself so that they witness
the same event but from the position of secondary witnesses.
I thought, how can I scenographically distance them from the urgency of the
event? How can I allow them to observe like they’re looking at a photograph,
not like they’re solving clues to get out of an escape room?
And which strategy of storytelling can trigger a stronger emotional response
for them?

I chose to work with the room as an actual spatial photograph, and gathered
the tools I learned about the image/text storytelling combination to translate
the narrative as powerfully as possible.
I positioned them outside, and used the door as a frame for the inside.
I rid it of all the objects except for one, the rocking chair, her seat.
And finally I wrote a descriptive text of the event that I narrated to the audience myself, while sitting outside of the room, right next to the door frame,
like a spoken image description next to a painting in a museum.
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Experimenting
with both Secondary
witnessing.
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“My grandma’s living room, Beirut 1980
I feel soft warm sunlight on my skin
It penetrates her curtains, and falls on her old mid 20th century furniture
Something in the room doesn’t feel quite right though
The parsley is on the floor, that’s strange
The slippers are thrown randomly in the room,
Did she leave in a hurry?
Wooooooooooooooooooooo (write them in comic book style maybe?)
A sound of warning.
My skin shivers,
Wiiiiiiiiiiiwoooooooooooooooooowiiiiiwooooo
One ambulance after the other
Boooom
One missile,
Sounds pretty far, but my heart stops
Boom
Another”
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When the audience were placed at a distance, they felt more connected to the
story, more emotionally engaged. “With too much distance, there can be no
connection. But too much merging eradicates the separateness of two distinct
individuals. Then there is nothing more to transcend, no bridge to walk on,
no one to visit on the other side, no other internal world to enter.” (Perel,
2006). Esther Perel, a Belgian American psychoanalyst talks about distance
needed in a relationship to create a need to reach out and connect.
The same goes for my audience and the narrative. If they are trapped inside it,
they don’t have much space to connect, but when distanced from it, they are
free to bridge themselves to it in their own way.
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Memory is one of the most personal cognitive processes that we experience as
individuals. For memory to be triggered, the audience has to step out of the
urgency of the event, hover above it and look at it from outside.
That space between the audience and the work can inspire the former to
create a bridge and connect to the latter as they wish, meaning that positioning my spectators as secondary witnesses shall allow them to experience the
narratives of my work more potently.
Text is proving yet again to be both a great distancing and connecting factor,
and when coupled with an image, they are empowering each other’s narrative
ability and bringing the story successfully to the spectators.
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Conclusion:

Memoirs of Dream Spaces.
EXPERIMENT: “Memoirs of Dream Spaces”.
Space and its performativity - Positioning the witness - Text as descriptive stage directions Live voice in the room - Framing through space.

“I keep dreaming of spaces.”
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I keep dreaming of spaces.
Places that aren’t here nor there, where we are all together.
My Mom, Dad, brother, boyfriend, cousins, aunts, grandparents, and Lebanese friends from home and from Holland.
We’re all united there.
My wish is to get them all out to somewhere safe and good for them.
My wish is for them to see me grow and for me to see them grow too.
I want my kids to see their grandparents and my friends, know them in flesh
and blood, memorize their scent and the sound of their laughter, drink from
my roots as I have drunk from those of my parents.
Rather than know them as moving pixels on a screen, and an electronic voice
through the speakers.
I want them to speak arabic as well as me and my partner do, know the taste
of stuffed zucchinis, the sound of the chaos in Beirut, the paradox in the cold
breeze and strong sunlight on their skin in the mountains, and call it home.
I want them to identify as Lebanese with each of their five senses, to breathe
the smell of Lemon and Garlic like we breathe air.
And the fear that they will be the sons and daughters of the country I choose,
more than mine, terrifies me. To identify with croissants more than hummus,
gothic architecture more than yellow stones and red rooftops.
So I find myself gathering tools to build them a home of my heritage. A home
for me and them where they can experience being Lebanese away from the
violence and pain that comes with it.
My art is one of those tools. My recipes and their smells, photos and images,
coupled with stories I shall tell them will be the foundation of that home.
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And so I think now, how can I help my family and friends there travel, even
for a second?
While I feel stuck here, they feel stuck there, and that is the biggest paradox of
all.
Neither place is complete, so you have to create your own.
My art is my weapon and I shall lend it to them, teach them to travel from
a space to another, a state of mind to another, with the power of descriptive
narration of spaces.
I call them, one by one, starting with my grandmother, and ask them:
“Where do you wish to be right now? There are no limits to the space, it could
be anything, anywhere and anytime you want it to be. Describe it to me.”
The gesture of them describing the spaces they wish they could be in, to me,
created a temporary portal to them.
They travelled and took me by the hand with them. (or more appropriately, by
the ear)
I was the witness of their descriptive narration, they were inviting me to meet
them in their dream space.
I wrote everything down, keeping a door to those spaces with me.
I knew then that I had a ticket that allows me to revisit them whenever I miss
them.
You see, being in the promise of their past or future presence is enough for
me, if I can see their presence in a space through a coffee mug they left, a
footprint on the doormat or a scented scarf on the sofa, I am with them.
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My dream
space.

A room, nowhere, no country, no borders, no limitations.
Just a room.
But in that room there are traces of people I love.
My partner was just there, I could smell his perfume on the pillow of the sofa
and he left his still warm coffee on the table. I can see his mustache dipped in
coffee if I close my eyes, it makes me smile.
My mom left her scarf, she must have been in a hurry, maybe she had a class
to teach, but she wrote me a note on a napkin saying she misses me and wishes me a good day.
My brother left his gaming console on the other sofa, it is open and the game
is paused, battery is almost out, he forgets to turn it off every time.
I can see some of his long black hairs, as curly and thick as mine, on the back
cushions.
It’s almost as long as mine now.
My grandma left me a plate of tabbouleh in the fridge, “one plate a day keeps
the sadness away”, as she most probably genuinely believes.
I grab the plate and start eating from it. A taste of childhood, happiness and
community.
I sit in the spot next to my brother’s, facing where my partner was sitting.
I feel I am with them in the room, silly jokes shared, music in the background
and occasional hugs given.
My dad must’ve left me some books, they’re the less dusty ones on the shelf.
There is also one on the table in the center of the room, the placement of the
bookmark shows me he’s been reading a lot, I wonder what his next one will
be.
I look at the door, silence.
I know they could come at any moment, and that comforts me.
As long as they could breathe the air I am breathing, I could be united with
them through that space our lungs share.
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My duties await in Holland. This form of travelling is of the soul and the body
requires being in the physical space.
I obey its demands and needs, take one last look at the room, take one last
whiff of our shared air, and walk out, already anticipating the changes I will
see in it in my next visit.
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A wise friend once asked me what I had learned about space in the last two
years, what had this experience of being away from home in a country where
I am building my own, taught me?
I told her that I learned how having a temporary escape from the space one’s
in improves their relationship to it, allowing them to breathe and not feel
stuck in it.
The feeling of being stuck in any place can make one resistant to it and repelled by it, so having this temporary trip out of it and then back to it helps
one realise what this space actually means to them, and helps them feel more
freely and comfortably present in it.
However, living in that mental travelling realm for too long can get dangerous, because it disconnects one from their body, and in order for one to grow,
they need full physical and mental collaboration and coordination in presence. And that is why the trip is only beneficial when it is temporary.
And other than matters of home building away from my native home, while
getting to know a new global visitor that invited us to confine ourselves to
one place, months at a time, I think everyone experienced the feeling of being
bound to a space and the longing to travel from it at some point at least.
Haven’t you? Can you think of a moment where you felt stuck where you were
and craved teleporting to another time, space or community?
So I think this makes the need for this tool even more universal than ever.

Grandma, describe your dream space to me.
“Our country house, a balcony overlooking nature from a distance, a space
where I can glorify God.”
How do you bring that space to you?
“Prayer, an open window, looking at the sky, which is nature, a small piece of
it, the sky is always there.”
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April 1st, The
Netherlands,
Pastoe Fabriek.

A hallway between two buildings, windows from either sides of it,
The flags of HKU, seen swaying outside,
Sunlight warming the glass corridor that’s been cold for months.
The first scents of spring germinating, the color green reclaiming the streets
and forests outside.
A chair in the hallway facing the windows,
Windows that are high enough to direct your gaze upward, revealing the blue
sky, and fragments of the swaying white flags and green tree branches in the
distance.
An invitation, you take a seat.
A live description of my grandma’s country house narrated to you from the
space itself by a hidden reader.
A voice and nothing else, you, the warm corridor and the sky.
It takes you to another time and space, with words, the sky and your own
imagination as vehicles.
You come back, remain there for a while, enjoying the warm sunlight on your
face, the swaying flags outside and the silence of the corridor.

The gist of the experiment is to translate the feeling of feeling stuck somewhere, the need to travel it triggers in you, and the tools one can invent to do
that.
The tools I chose to develop over the course of those two years, and that I
want to keep developing beyond the graduation, are three:
Choosing a space and inciting sensual awareness of the spectator in it, positioning the spectator in that space, and a guiding descriptive narration text
(spoken or written).
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Listen, be aware of your space, and travel to another for a while.
Utrecht, Pastoe Fabriek, Bridging Hallway.
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Space and its
performativity:

Isolated from a crowd, intimate, quiet, as empty as possible, peaceful, overlooking a view that can serve the narrative.
Simply put, a room with a view.
A view that offers a bit of distance, that doesn’t express urgency or immediacy
in the proximity of what it displays, so the spectator has the visual and mental
space to travel and not to feel distracted or immediately involved in the space
they’re looking at.
And yet, having at least one element that is visually close enough is very important when the spectator is coming back to the here and now, for they use it
as anchors.
Other than that, it has a viable role in reinforcing the feeling of being stuck
and restrained.
That space can be inside or outside, however, the thing that makes an inside
space a better component is the acoustics of it, since the description will be
spoken live, while the performer is present and yet visually hidden in the
space.

Positioning the
witness:

Where is their gaze directed? What are they physically aware of? What is their
experience from that position in that space? What can they hear? How cold or
warm is it? What can they smell? And so on.
And then the text comes in. The position is consciously chosen by the maker
to expose the spectator to a specific set of sensual spatial conditions, but how
will he/she guide the spectator’s awareness to them? How can he/she trigger
the attention of the spectator to that important physical experience in the
space?
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The first thing that the text does is that, shifting the spectator’s attention to
their own position and physical being in that space. (since it helps activate
one’s sensorial awareness, which is crucial in experiencing the imagined space
through my description, for I mostly describe my sensorial experience hoping
it would trigger the sensorial receptiveness in the spectator)
And then, the transition is induced by choosing one, or more aspect(s) of the
space to focus on physically (for example directing the spectator’s gaze to the
sky), while the text refers to it from the imaginative experience of another
space (for example, going from asking the spectator to focus on the sky in
Utrecht from where they are physically seated, and then swiftly describing the
bodily sensations of looking at the sky while standing in a street in Beirut).
And then like every trip, there is a landing. In this method, the landing is
experienced through a gentle shifting of the mental attention back to the
physical space, and rounding the experience off in a circular way where it had
started.

Text as descriptive stage
directions of
the imagined
space:

Leaving one’s home and venturing into new grounds is a bit like running into
the playground and letting go of our mum’s hand while we do so.
In both cases, we need to trust that while we don’t see our caretaker, home
or mum, they are there protecting us, supporting us, while giving us enough
space so that we can be free and discover the world on our own. Close enough
to protect, far enough to give space.
The live voice in the room is meant to express that.
The performer is not physically present, her visual absence offers a room just
for the spectator, space for them to really connect with themselves and travel
through the space and words spoken to them.
However, the voice isn’t a voice over, cold, repetitive and non-interactive.

Live voice in
the room:
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It is a warm live one, coming from the room, like flight attendants, they’re not
always physically there, but even if you can’t see them you know they’re there
guarding your trip in case you might need something.
Other than that, a live performance leaves room for improvisation. Should a
church bell ring, a kid laugh out loud, a strong wind blow, the performer can
use these spontaneous ever occurring changes in the space and integrate it in
the text. Is it planned? Is it improvised? A spectator might wonder.
And finally, a live presence through sound, yet absence through vision plays
on the simultaneous “here but not here” that is one of the characteristics of
the experience of the performance.
The spectator is here but not here, in this space physically yet in another mentally. And the live voice with no apparent physical presence echoes that here
and there situation.

Framing
through space:

And finally, the frame.
In my third memoir entry, I start an investigation towards how to spatially
frame an image, not through a camera, and then manage what the frame
reveals and what it hides.
In the context of feeling bound, longing to a temporary elsewhere, and projecting beyond the here and now, a window works perfectly.
While it keeps you inside wherever you are, makes you feel like you are clearly
physcially bound to the here and now, it frames an opportunity to travel elsewhere, it offers a temporary mental escape.
A window displays only a part of the reality it reveals, which resonates perfectly with the textual representation of the worlds I describe, for while I describe a part of them, the missing parts are naturally filled through the minds
of the spectators.
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And so three spaces occur. The first is the here and now where the spectator
is seated. It is a room, it is sealed, it is calm enough for them to be in a state
of solitude, in a state of connecting with their own selves and relate from a
personal point of view to the narrative.
The second is a framed outside world, a reminder of being bound yet a chance
for mental escape, a partly hidden partly revealed reality of the here and now,
inviting the spectator to move from it to elsewhere.
And the third, is a temporary there and then, an ephemeral mental space,
framed through the text, completed by the imagination of the spectator, a story belonging to the performer’s experience, however borrowed by the spectator and made, for the duration of the performance, their own.
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Epilogue

Closing note to reader.
The tips of my Aloe Vera plant strands wiggle as I type on the keyboard,
My water bottle half done,
An Agnes Obel song playing from my JBL,
My room in dire need of cleaning,
I am almost done.
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19th of May,
2021, Lunetten Holland,
Exhausted and
happy.

Dear Reader,

I offer you the tools I have been developing for the past two years, fruits that
still need more time to mature further.
This period has been a process of planting the seeds, tending to the plant,
watching it grow, maintaining its health, learning from its process, and seeing
it bloom.
While it gave me many fruits, they remain in need of ripening, and the tree,
as everything else, will keep growing, keep needing maintenance, and keep
giving more and more with time.
I am very happy to share this process with you, for your presence is the drive
for me to reach out through words, spaces, photos and sound and bridge to
you the experience I have learned to disseminate, and still learning to do it
over time.
I hope this gave you some spark, knowledge, triggered a lack of knowledge
you desire quenching, or simply kept you company for a moment or longer.
I can promise you my heart has been guiding my hand along with my mind
and gut, with every word I uttered in this book.

I hope you share with me any thoughts, start a letter exchange or simply send
photographs and songs that sometimes have the power to express the unsayable better than any other words could.
I will leave you my email, and assure you, will be very happy to hear from you.
This book is a meeting space, and this is how it will grow further as a seed-object, I want it to keep creating.
So meet me, if time inspires you to do so, I will be visiting that room where I
might meet you, you could leave traces of yourself while I leave traces of mine
and like that we could simply let the ripples of this book reach parts of the
ocean I never thought they would.
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Thank you, for being my interlocuteur, for being my drive to write and build
bridges, the process has been a love I am never ready to part with.
And to your spaces, I hope you start dialogues with them too, they have so
much more to offer than we can imagine.
Sincerely,
Your ever-devoted storyteller.

christybitar@gmail.com
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As you may
have noticed,
in every artwork I’ve done,
I was trying
to meet one of
Them.

Who’s Them? How can I ever define Them?
Them rocked me to sleep every night when I had a 40 degree fever,
Them guarded my side when I had nightmares even when their heavy eyelids
were begging for sleep,
Them travelled abroad and endured a life away from one’s home to offer me a
life of possibilities,
Them witnessed my craziest least stable moments in my teenage years and
loved me even more,
Them stuffed my luggage with spices and foods I wouldn’t find in Holland till
it exceeded the permitted weight,
Them sat with my suffering during my lowest points, and cheered alongside
me in my highest,
Them spent so many nights and mornings with me on the phone laughing
and sharing updates,
Them ask me what food I miss eating every time I come home and spend
weeks preparing it beforehand,
Them are the drive for me to wake up and make things,
Them stood by me in these last two years and vulnerably shared their best
and worst with me,
Them called me late at night when I had insomnia and remained on the line
till I fell asleep,
Them bought me tickets when I couldn’t afford to so I can fly out and see
them,
Them sold gold in the black market after the inflation in Lebanon so I could
continue my education in Holland, (true story)
Them are the lighthouse while I am exploring the sea,
Them don’t even know what them mean to me,
This book is a love letter to Them.
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And it wouldn’t have happened without You.
You who guided me in a new country since day one,
You who taught me how to use a washing machine for the first time,
You who worked beside me and offered your help whenever you could,
You whom I wish I got to spend more time with, but am so happy I got to
meet,
You who drove me home from the airport when I landed in Holland the day
after the explosion,
You who helped me move houses the first and the second time driving back
and forth at 9 a.m,
You who were there for me when I felt blocked, lost or afraid, and offered a
calming smile,
You who texts me encouraging phrases when you know I need them,
You who shared your deepest wisdom with me, and still is whenever you get
the chance,
You who organized the most interesting and rich couple of years for my
friends and I,
You who tirelessly read these pages with me and offered your support, notes
and thoughts,
You who listened when I needed help and did your best to contribute,
You who cooked for me and watched anime with me to spend lonely nights
together,
You who share my ups and downs with me in a crowded yet loving apartment
in Lunetten,
You who invites me on walks every once in a while, tells me your stories and
listens to mine,
You who are my family in Utrecht.
Thank you.
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